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Abstract: An analysis is presented in this study that provides insight into a practical training process
and its impact on teachers and their viewpoints toward the integrated STEM approach used in that
training process, together with educational coding and robotics, over the first years of compulsory
primary education, where STEM implementations are relatively new. A case study was developed
by two teachers following the practical training course, including pre- and post-interviews and
nonparticipative observation of their classroom practices during the teacher-training sessions. The
results revealed the positive perspectives that the teachers held toward the STEM-integrated approach
and educational coding and robotics, despite the difficulties that arose in classroom practice. It was
concluded that the STEM approach and its methods were beneficial both to pupils and to teachers
alike for improving the teaching–learning process.

Keywords: science and technology; engineering; mathematics; educational robotics; educational
computing; initial teacher training; case study

1. Introduction

The fulfillment of the wish to train a scientifically literate public has followed a
long path for science to be placed on the educational curriculum at all levels, including
early childhood [1–4]. Nevertheless, traditional science teaching has not been of sufficient
efficiency for that wish to be fulfilled, and there has been a consensus over several years [5,6]
concerning the urgent need for the development of new strategies capable of training people
in the languages of science and technology, so that young people may make informed
decisions over their career options [7]. Thus, methodologies with constructivist approaches
have been proposed [8,9], leaving the traditional methods used in classroom praxis to
one side, which have been characterized by knowledge transmission, memorization, and
the repetition of scientific content, without considering the preconceptions of pupils and
inappropriate practices for learning new skills and knowledge [10–13]. This praxis prevents
significative learning and the formation of connections between previous experiences
and new knowledge that is rooted in the real world [14], thereby reducing teaching to
a set of laws, theories, facts, and concepts [15]. It is a type of teaching that accentuates
the protagonism of the teacher and the passive role of the pupil [16,17], which in some
instances, appears to lead to pupil failure in scientific subjects and their rejection. Based
on these arguments, the abandonment of those teaching designs is proposed in favor of
others directed at facilitating scientific activities that motivate teachers and pupils to work
together toward the development of new skills [18].

Integrated STEM arises in response to the need for this methodological change, both
to incentivize scientific literacy and to increase interest in scientific and technological areas,
helping pupils with the resolution of daily problems within their social network [19], and re-
sponding to the challenges of scientific and technological education. Many STEM programs
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have been developed in extracurricular hours and for pupils in compulsory secondary
education (Educación Secundaria Obligatoria-ESO) [20], with few empirical studies that
show how teachers can implement STEM programs within the school curriculum, above all
at early stages such as early childhood education (ECE) and primary education (Educación
Primaria Obligatoria-EPO). These stages are particularly suited to the structure of schools
within which teachers can develop interdisciplinary projects with greater ease, because
that is the time when children show greater interest toward scientific topics [21–23].

2. Theoretical Approach

Integrated STEM education refers to an integrated approach of the disciplines that
form its acronym (science, technology, engineering and mathematics). It has opened
an alternative route both for the teaching and the learning of those disciplines [24–27],
pursuing the integration and the cohesive development of scientific and technical material
within an interdisciplinary framework [28,29]. This is done so that central scientific ideas
may be explored with experimental components [30], through a more or less extensive
integration of the knowledge that arises from the disciplines that form its acronym [29]. Its
objective is the development of integrated education from an early age [31].

Integrated STEM education revolves around the resolution of problems within the real
environment through investigation and innovation in a way that motivates pupils [28,32–34].
It helps them to become responsible and autonomous participants of their own learn-
ing, to develop the necessary competences for progress and co-existence within society,
and to improve self-efficacy in the STEM disciplines [35] and the development of their
talent [36]. It therefore implies the use of particular didactic methodologies, among which
are inquiry-based learning [8,37–39], the methodology of engineering design [23,40,41],
and the educational coding and robotics for computational thinking [42–45]. All these
methodologies are as follows: student-centered; start and revolve around real problems;
promote collaborative learning based on research; include hands-on activities (experiments
as well of the design of devices); and help the development of critical thinking, creativity,
and autonomous learning. All of them are used as tools to facilitate scientific learning that
are capable of significantly improving the competences and skills of pupils by increasing
both their interest and their motivation.

The effective application of integrated STEM education with an integrative perspec-
tive implies a challenge for teachers [46], because the teacher has to be a guide in the
development of scientific skills and competences, which in turn strengthen significative
learning, seeking a connection between science and pupils [47]. Erroneous conceptions and
procedures of the teachers with respect to science and its nature have nevertheless surfaced
in investigations [48], which arise from distorted, ingenuous, and inadequate beliefs [49].
Concerns over teacher training therefore continue to increase, so a long road still stretches
out ahead, despite the effort invested to date.

If the idea is to implement this approach in the classroom, teacher training may be
proposed as a useful process that can renovate both the practice and the ideas of traditional
teaching that theoretical components promote for the successful teaching of science [50,51],
moving toward teaching methods more akin to integrated STEM education. Cañal [11]
began with the premise that teachers have to orient, design, and reflect upon the teaching–
learning process, not only from the perspective of the teacher, but also from the point of
view of the pupils, so as to satisfy their curiosity for knowledge.

With regard to the STEM approach, various research projects have coincided over the
need for teachers who are involved, with solid knowledge and experience of the disciplines
that the approach covers, and who are capable of understanding their methods, in order to
introduce them into the classroom [26,52,53]. In STEM-integrated approaches, the teacher
must promote innovation through projects and critical thought with the final purpose of
the pupils resolving the problems that are proposed [54,55]. Nevertheless, a review of the
literature [56] shows the difficulties teachers have in doing so, which are fundamentally
linked to three aspects: the training received; beliefs and attitudes; and teaching practice.
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With regard to the training to implement STEM approaches, there are shortcomings in
both didactic training and the scientific knowledge of teachers that can be lacking on the
ground and inappropriate [57]. Some investigations have shown that the negative attitudes
of teachers towards educational reform of the sciences are due to their superficial and frag-
mented conceptual and procedural knowledge [58–60], their lack of sufficient knowledge
on scientific content [61], and the scarcity of personal and professional experience and
practice of knowing how these contents are best applied in the classroom [18,62]. Thus,
teachers may have an inappropriate view of science, technology, and engineering, and
of the contents and practices that have to be covered in these areas, thereby constructing
incoherent, barely solid, and ineffective concepts for the development of their professional
labors. On the other hand, an outstanding characteristic of the training courses and the
professional development of teachers imparting scientific content in primary education is
that they very often fluctuate between pedagogic and even psychological preparation itself,
leaving to one side the treatment of area-specific content, or, on the contrary, they may only
be centered on the scientific content, of which almost all is directed toward teachers with a
scientific training [63].

With regard to the beliefs and the attitudes of teachers, the negative response to the
application of more active teaching and learning methods can be explained by their lack
of practice with these methods when teaching the subject matter [64]. Likewise, they
considered the methods to be slow and hardly viable [11,65], and, on occasions, a lack of
confidence in the methods among pupils meant that they could not work with them [58].

Difficulties with teaching practice arise, in relation to a lack of both resources and
knowledge for the development of the inquiry-based method [66], a lack of time due to
an excessive extension of the curriculum, added to pressures within institutions and from
parents to comply with the full curriculum [67], and the difficulties associated with the
organization, economic costs, and dedication of this sort of approach [68].

Various training actions are therefore necessary. In this work, we present the results
of one of these actions, the BotSTEM project, funded by the European Commission. The
objective of this project is to develop new didactic tools and activities through which
integrated STEM proposals for educational coding and robotics may be introduced through
innovative methods. Although this training action will be described later, it is basically
underlined here as training “in practice”.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Problems to Investigate and Objectives

Given the inefficiency of traditional training in sciences, which equates with a drop
in interest and lax attitudes among pupils toward science and technology [69–71], it is
necessary to renovate the teaching of sciences, starting with teacher training and through
strategic and methodological modifications within the classroom, in order to improve
attitudes, interest, motivation, and the experiences lived by the pupils [39,72]. Given that
the effort of primary teachers is primordial when carrying out STEM-integrated educational
practices, a training project is proposed for the first educational stages of formal education
with integrated STEM proposals involving educational coding and robotics by employing
innovative methodologies.

Taking into account the theoretical justification, the following general objective was
proposed that served to guide the investigation:

To understand and to analyze the impact of the training process for teaching through
an integrated STEM approach, with educational coding and robotics at the level of pri-
mary education.

Three specific objectives were advanced:

• To evaluate the process of conceptual change on teachers with respect to STEM and
educational coding and robotics and their teaching methodology.
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• To examine and to analyze the attitudes both of teachers, toward the challenges of
their training, and of pupils, from the point of view of the teacher, with regard to
those matters.

• To explore the difficulties, the benefits, and both the personal and the professional
prejudices of pupils and teachers toward the STEM approach, both in classroom
practice and through the perceptions of the teacher.

Two general research questions addressed the objective of the study: (1) What are
the conceptual and methodological changes shown by the teachers regarding the STEM
approach to programming and educational robotics after completing the teacher training?
(2) Which attitudes will the teachers and students adopt after the development of the
approach for the learning process and for teaching practice?

3.2. Design of the Investigation

A qualitative case-study methodology was chosen for this study [73,74]. A case study
is a detailed description that is oriented toward understanding a real event within its
natural context; these cases are particular aspects of the participants that give insight
into their activity in certain concrete circumstances [73,75]. Case studies are intended
for the study, analysis, and understanding of a particular reality of the event according
to its purposes. The main feature of the case study is the analysis of the complexity
of a single case in order to understand its characteristics and functioning under certain
circumstances [73]. This type of study was chosen, because it facilitates an understanding
of the particular experience of the teachers participating in an educational process and its
subsequent praxis within the classroom, helping to interpret the intrinsic meanings of their
teaching experience from their own vision [74]. It is an instrumental case study [76], due to
the investigators’ choice of the topic to study, which converts it into a tool of the problem
to be investigated. In this way, it moves beyond being a particular case study and marks
out a series of generalizations, in this case, of classroom practice at the primary education
stage in relation to the STEM-integrated approach.

3.3. Phases of the Investigation

The steps proposed by Stake, and León and Montero [76,77] were followed for the
case-study process.

3.3.1. Selection and Definition of the Case

The teacher-training model and the methodologies applicable to the Autonomous
Region of Castile and Leon and developed from the directives established in Organic Law
8/2013 of December 9 for the improvement of educational quality [78] are fundamentally
presented in two documents:

Decree 26/2016 [79] establishes and regulates the implementation, evaluation, and
development of primary education in the Community of Castile and Leon. It tells us
that the methodologies will be oriented at each stage toward “know-how”, creating an
integrated process that facilitates the contents for an acceptable practical response around
different aspects such as: reflection, criticism, preparation of a hypothesis, and investigative
work. To do so, the teachers should assume a creative role in situations for acceptable and
motivated learning, in order to achieve the competencies and the capabilities necessary for
active participation in real life.

The II Plan for Attention to Diversity in Education of Castile and Leon 2017–2022 [80]
includes the different methodologies that are applicable in the classroom. In this case, we
take into account those favoring interaction and creation. In the case of those favoring
interaction, cooperative learning stands out, as it is a set of teaching procedures based on
activities carried out through the organization of pupils into heterogeneous groups within
the classroom, where work has to be jointly coordinated, in order to resolve the tasks that
the teacher is proposing [81]. Among the methodologies favoring interaction, problem-
based learning is considered to be a strategy in which importance is given to the knowledge
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that is learned in the process of teaching and learning, such as skills and attitudes. In this
type of learning, the pupil is given a real problem on which an investigative process is
initiated that leads to a search for solutions to that problem [82].

Teacher training within the BotSTEM project was completed by teachers and re-
searchers involved in the project, through meetings with the participating teachers and
continuous support throughout the whole process of implementation within the classroom.

Two initial meetings took place between teachers and the researchers involved in
the training. In the first, the project was detailed, the STEM approach procedures were
explained, and different materials were facilitated, asking the teachers to revise them
and use them. In addition, a forum for questions and doubts and a Moodle course with
materials, videos, and documentation was set up online. The second meeting was organized
to exchange impressions with the teachers, in order to value the problems related with the
didactic materials on offer. At this point of the training, the teachers themselves decided
on the topic to be developed in the classroom and outlined a lesson plan. After a feedback
process with improvement proposals, the topics were then implemented in the classroom.

Two primary education teachers participated in the research, both of whom were
interviewed (a 1st grade EPO teacher and a 2nd grade EPO teacher). They were both
employed at a state-assisted school in the city of Burgos (Spain) and had been chosen
from among the seven teachers who participated in the project at that educational center.
These participants were selected according to their own circumstances and considering their
uniqueness. They were voluntary participants and had to meet two previous characteristics
stipulated by the researchers: (1) an in-service teacher who had taught in primary education
for several years and (2) an in-service teacher following a teacher-training process in relation
to the STEM approach to educational programming and robotics. Some weight was also
attached to gender parity, years of teaching, and the basic professional training of each
teacher: one had followed a scientific training, and the other, a general teacher training.

3.3.2. Preparation of a List of Questions

Following the recommendations of Stake [73], the following research questions were
formulated in accordance with the proposed objectives:

• Following the teacher-training activities, which conceptual and methodological changes
did the teachers implement in relation to STEM and educational coding and robotics?

• What were the attitudes of the teachers and pupils after their experiences of the new
approach for the teaching-learning process?

• What difficulties were detected through the use of this new educational approach?
• With regard to the STEM approach to educational coding and robotics, what implica-

tions may arise from each teacher’s evaluation of the teaching practice?

3.3.3. Localization of the Data Sources

Instruments of a qualitative nature were used: the semistructured interview and direct
observation of teaching practice in the classroom.

Semistructured interview: a qualitative research technique with which oral informa-
tion may be collected on a concrete theme. The questions are previously defined, but their
order and arrangement can vary according to the criteria or convenience of the researcher,
looking in depth at certain ideas that are relevant or asking more questions on the sub-
ject [83]. Interviews of a duration of between approximately 20–30 minutes each with the
two teachers selected on an individual basis were completed at their teaching center. Each
teacher was interviewed twice using the same questions. The first time before receiving
the training, in order to inquire into their beliefs and perceptions with respect to the STEM
approach to educational coding and robotics. The second, subsequent to the training and
the classroom practice, in order to ascertain the changes produced during this process and
to detect any differences with the initial interview. The interviews were recorded with a
mobile phone and transcribed into text [84] for their analysis, with the signed consent of
the interviewees. Teachers were informed of the objectives of studying their participation
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as informants in the BotSTEM project, of the open nature of the interview, of their right
to not answer questions that might bother them, and, if they changed their opinion, their
right of withdrawal in complete anonymity was assured. A general pseudonym (Teacher 1
and Teacher 2) was used to protect the private information of the participants.

The interview questions were organized into three blocks: the first block referred to
conceptual and methodological aspects; the second to the attitudes/interests/motivation
of the teachers toward the teacher training and the topics that were covered; and third, the
beliefs with respect to the difficulties and the specific practice in the classroom.

Observation: a systemic research instrument, which is designed to gather valid and
reliable information [85,86] so that real situations may be described through the perceptions
of the researcher [87]. With observations, one or various cases may be studied at the same
time, describing aspects that other instruments might not appreciate, such as nonverbal
expressions, interactions with participants, and even measuring the time employed on
each activity [88,89].

An observation template was used to write down the observations within the class-
room. This tool places the focus on observing the practice of the teachers when using the
STEM approach. The recording of the observation was done in the classroom and with
the pupils of one of the teachers giving the science classes who had participated in the
interviews as an informant. Observations were taken over three weeks, with two sessions
per week, each of which was of a variable duration in accordance with the investigation and
the experiments that the teacher presented. The modality of direct-participant observation
was used (the investigator was present in the classroom where the observation took place),
but the investigator neither developed nor intervened in the sessions. Different devices
(video and audio) were also used in the classroom as a means of recording events and field
notes were taken that supplemented the information from the template to record aspects
that might otherwise have gone unnoticed, in order to subsequently describe the teaching
practice in a more detailed way and to compare the data collected during the observation.

The observation template in use consisted of the aforementioned parameters and
blocks for the interview, including a matrix of interactions between teacher and pupils based
on the model proposed by Flanders [90]. The idea was to analyze the verbal interactions
that were taking place in the classroom as the sessions were taking place. The matrix was
composed of ten categories (the same categories in both rows and columns). The first six
corresponded to the teacher and the last four to the pupil. During the observation, notes
were taken every 5–7 seconds, numbering the pairs of verbal interaction. Group work was
not included, which was detailed in other sections of the template. It was estimated that a
total of six hours of active classroom observation took place.

3.3.4. Analysis and Interpretation

It is necessary to employ representations of the contents that were learned by the
teachers to analyze the information from the interviews and observations, the language
of which was then processed, in order to establish some acceptable correspondences
between the results and to propose generalizations that can be applied to other cases. These
generalizations can either be applied to other cases as valid propositions for all similar
cases (propositional generalizations) or of a more personal kind where the reader involved
in the case study can extract personal conclusions (natural generalizations). In this study,
the data analysis on the basis of both the observations and the interviews was designed
to examine the concepts and the methodologies of the teachers, their perceptions and
interests, the difficulties and the practicality of the STEM approach and educational coding
and robotics.

Following the transcription of the interviews, they were read on various occasions to
identify the categories and the topics worthy of analysis. A more detailed in-depth reading
to detect repeated elements was also conducted. To do so, the content was processed
through its segmentation into simpler elements, which were more significative and relevant
for the investigation [91]. An ad hoc categorization process was followed: categories were
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defined from the information that had been collected on the basis of the information that the
participants had shared. The treatment was clarified through consensual agreement over
the criteria among the investigators. Taking the above points as a reference and bearing in
mind that the interviews provided textual content, the data analysis was done following
thematic criteria (taking into consideration the topic that was covered to select segments
of text that presented that same topic or similar content and placing them in the same
block for analysis) and grammatical criteria (where the sentences of each paragraph were
divided into basic units of text, each with their own meaning, having been provided with
the transcription of the interview). Finally, the categories and subcategories were combined
into an organizational scheme (Box 1), and a theory was formulated that revolved around
the responses to the conceptual and the methodological changes, as well as attitudes,
interests, motivations, practicalities, and difficulties in connection with STEM teaching.

The recommendations indicated by Flanders were followed for the analysis of the
observational data, in keeping with the percentages method, recording the time dedicated
to each of the categories, in order to picture and to describe the classroom practice in the
most approximate way possible and to observe the interactions between pupils and teacher.
The interpretations of the observations noted in the observation manual were added to
the analysis to complete and to fine-tune the description of the reality of the classroom
experience. Likewise, an attempt was made to differentiate the information that had been
gathered from the information that the researchers had provided, seeking in that way to
guarantee the rigorous ethical criteria characteristic of qualitative investigation [92].

Box 1. Category analysis.

A. CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CHANGES: shows the concepts and methods before the teacher-training process
and the concepts and methods described after the training process and the classroom practice of the teachers, determining whether
there were changes related to the concepts and the methods that they used.
A.1. Concept of science: science-related ideas of the teachers in a generalized way and their new outlook following the teacher training.
A.2. Own scientific training: permanent training received and changes and shortcomings arising from the teacher training and the
classroom practice.
A.3. Educational innovation in sciences: importance of innovation within the classroom.
A.4. Resources and methodologies: valuation of resources and methodologies employed before and after the teacher training.
A.5. STEM Concept: prior knowledge of the teachers with respect to the approach and changes following the teacher training.
A.6. Concept of educational coding and robotics: previous knowledge of teachers with regard to educational coding and robotics and
changes following the teacher training.
A.7. Concept of inquiry: previous knowledge of teachers with regard to this methodology belonging to scientific method and the
changes arising after the teacher training.
A.8. Concept of engineering design: previous knowledge of teachers with regard to this methodology and changes arising after the
teacher training.
B. ATTITUDES, INTERESTS, AND MOTIVATIONS: shows the beliefs prior to the training and the practice with regard to attitudes,
interests, and motivation of the teachers and the children from the point of view of the teacher and the views on those aspects after
their implementation.
B.1. Motivation of teachers: personal interest of teachers after training.
B.2. Attitudes of teachers: real, positive, and negative attitudes of the teachers.
B.3. Attitudes of pupils: positive and negative attitudes through the perspectives of the teachers.
C. PRACTICALITIES AND DIFFICULTIES: covers the difficulties, aspects referring to teaching practice and both the benefits and the
prejudices indicated by the teachers, based on their initial beliefs and after the implementation of the sessions.
C.1. Resources: determinants relating to materials and resources for implementation in the classroom.
C.2. Timing: determinants relating to the timing of the proposed activities.
C.3. Organization: determinants relating to personal and organizational resources (ratio of pupils, group work, previous experience
of the teacher).
C.4. Practice: beliefs and opinions of the teachers regarding the STEM training.
C.5. Benefits: need to implement the approach and their methodologies in the curriculum.
C.6. Prejudices: shortcomings of the approach under study and its implementation and methods.
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4. Results
4.1. Results of the Interviews

Valuable information on the teachers’ visions and attitudes regarding the STEM
approach to educational coding and robotics was found after the exhaustive analysis of
the interviews and the preparation of their content and their grouping into categories
and subcategories.

4.1.1. Conceptual and Methodological Changes

The results indicated that the participating teachers had initially begun with certain
basic notions of science. So much so that science was defined by naming knowledge
areas (mathematics, physics, and chemistry) and was even personified through famous
people in scientific areas that the science teachers could recall from their own education
as pupils, although it omitted mention of anything in relation to how science was done or
other epistemological aspects. This fact may be explained because they reported that their
training was based on academic processes such as the Bachillerato (pre-university studies)
or in the case of teacher 1, a science-related university course: “[ . . . ] At a theoretical level,
I do have a good level of knowledge, given that I have followed a university course in
sciences”, (Teacher 1).

After the training process and the classroom practice, the teachers showed that their
concepts of science had at the very least become more problem focused. They defined it as a
complex area that was difficult to understand, due to the lack of practical experience based
on the surroundings and daily life events: “[ . . . ] It’s one of the most complex branches
of knowledge, and it’s very difficult for children to understand”, (Teacher 2). Intimately
linked to this problem-focused approach toward the concept of science is the need for a
change in teacher training. It is considered fundamental for professional development
and a change at the core, defining the possibility of teaching sciences in a different way
than they had previously done. Likewise, teacher 2 recognized a previous training-related
shortcoming and a less than effective resolution in the face of the problems that had arisen
in the performance of this sort of focus: “As a teacher perhaps when not having some
previous knowledge of science, well... yes, it can be complicated, for example, well I don’t
know, knowing where to look for material [ . . . ]”, (Teacher 2).

An important initial difference was detected between the teachers, in relation to the
specific concepts of the STEM approach, educational coding and robotics. For instance,
teacher 1 affirmed that having a science degree demonstrated greater knowledge that
helped to give more accurate descriptions: STEM as an approach that covers various
disciplines, in order to approach scientific problems, i.e., educational coding and robotics,
as a series of steps or instructions (algorithms), so that the robot can perform a specific
activity. The same happened when speaking of the methodologies, briefly explaining
the steps to follow to perform an inquiry and the objective of engineering design to
resolve problems through the design of prototypes: “The inquiry was the one that raised
a hypothesis and based on that hypothesis we searched for possible experiments [ . . . ],
to confirm whether our hypothesis might be true or false. Only then did we draw the
conclusions.”, (Teacher 1). “Engineering design was when..., you designed a contraption,
something to solve a problem that you’d set yourself”, (Teacher 1).

On the contrary, the other teacher (2) affirmed having no knowledge of the approach,
drawing from intuition and personal experiences as a pupil, in order to interpret STEM as
a project-based approach and its methodologies as a pathway to move from previous ideas
to a series of results or a construction of elements. When asked about educational coding
and robotics, the teacher spoke about previous personal experience with pupils, declaring
the great capability and facility they had for learning with regard to technology: “[ . . . ],
They already know perfectly how to handle their bee, [ . . . ], now I have given them the
tablet, I have not had to teach them anything [ . . . ]”, (Teacher 2).

In the second interview, after the teacher training and its application in practice, the
responses of both teachers showed greater similarities. They were able to define STEM
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as an approach that helped to resolve problems through different points of view or areas.
The inquiry-based method was seen as a process for problem resolution through a series
of experiences, which in a practical way helped with problem solving and that, in turn,
could develop the critical knowledge of the pupils. Engineering design was understood as
the construction of a series of instruments or tools, mentioning in this case that it has as
an objective the facilitation of a task in relation to the proposed line of inquiry: “Inquiry
methodology [ . . . ], you describe a hypothesis, you pose a problem and through different
steps and different methodologies the children have to reach a solution [ . . . ]”, (Teacher 2).
With the definition of educational coding and robotics, it was teacher 2 who gave the
response that teacher 1 had given in the earlier interview, while teacher 1 pointed to certain
difficulties over knowing how the robot could be applied and presented as an instrument
for evaluation: “[ . . . ] As an instrument for evaluation, because something in which the
robot could be incorporated to perform what is properly speaking an experiment never
occurred to me for this topic and at this level”, (Teacher 1).

When talking of educational innovation in sciences, they agreed on categorizing it
as an important part for the interdisciplinary process in which significative learning is
acquired that is equally relevant after the experience. In this case, the teachers added
that developing this sort of innovation leads to a true change within the classroom, and it
increases educational quality, as it awakens the curiosity of pupils and independent knowl-
edge acquisition on the basis of training and the association of ideas and theories on the
basis of their experiences: “They build their scientific knowledge and their scientific ideas
based on their experiences, and they see it as something with which they can experiment,
and they can make mistakes, draw their conclusions, confirm their hypotheses or reject
them and return to devise a new line of thought, if their conclusions were not as they had
predicted [ . . . ], children can also build their own little scientific theories”, (Teacher 1).

With regard to both the resources and the methodologies, the teachers in the first
interview reported having principally used traditional methods and the textbook. Despite
this evidence, teacher 2 sought alternatives to achieve greater dynamism in the classroom
and expressed concern over incentivizing the pupils through the use of varied and creative
resources: “[ . . . ] Abacuses, sticks, rods that to my mind give goods results and everything
that occurred to me [ . . . ]. And then, for methodology, we clapped our hands and whistled;
good activities so that it is not so boring, and we look at each other”, (Teacher 2).

After the second interview, the teachers commented that resources were given to them
to teach sciences in different ways, although those resources were not employed in most
cases, and they limited themselves to the textbook and traditional approaches. Despite
these statements, the teachers accepted a great change between the achievements with
the book and the sessions that were proposed using the BotSTEM project approach. They
became aware that this approach developed greater knowledge because of its practical
foundations. Teacher 1 even categorized the textbook view of the earlier topic as ridiculous
when compared with the practice in accordance with the STEM approach: “[ . . . ] We
looked at the topic of forces and seeing it in the book caused quite a laugh, as if you say
how ridiculous this is after what had come earlier, so there is an abrupt change between
the textbook and the activities”, (Teacher 1).

4.1.2. Attitudes, Interests, and Motivation

In the first interview, change motivated the teachers, because they considered the
STEM approach as something new, capable of bringing change to education, opening the
doors to interdisciplinarity: “We need to give a turn to education as it is right now. And
any approach that opens the doors to put books aside a bit [ . . . ], I think it’s great; to
me any approach that integrates a bit of everything in a more interdisciplinary and more
global way seems to me to be positive”, (Teacher 1). That was the reason why they adopted
positive open attitudes in general and showed interest, although they also experienced a
certain concern, because of their inexperience with these sorts of methodological proposals
and because of their confusion of how to implement robotics in a meaningful way: “[ . . . ]
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You think, what on earth am I doing [ . . . ] it means extra work and a revolution and
leaving your comfort zone”, (Teacher 2).

With regard to the attitudes of the pupils, the teachers believed that they would be
filled with enthusiasm, but that confusion over not being accustomed to these working
habits might also play a fundamental role, inciting loss of concentration, insecurity, and a
multitude of questions.

In the second interview, they repeated many of the attitudes expressed in the earlier
interview. In this case, the motivation of the teachers was centered on the pupils them-
selves, declaring that the pupils were the ones who had helped them to continue, thanks
to their participation, concentration, interest, teamwork, and the knowledge that they
demonstrated they had learned. The teachers therefore continued with an open mind,
because of the pupils’ willingness to learn, in spite of continually expressing their concern
over the complexity, the discipline and workload due to such numerous classes: “Let’s
see, I know that it is much better, the children show a deeper willingness to learn, they are
more motivated, they like to experiment, but ouff..., it is still so complex, so Utopian to
think that one teacher alone can do this with 27 pupils”, (Teacher 1).

As regards the attitudes of the pupils, the teachers noted the same attitudes as they
had proposed in the first interview: interest and confusion.

4.1.3. Teaching Practice and Difficulties

In the first interview, the difficulties expressed over resources were directed at the
textbooks, while these difficulties after the teaching practice turned to the proper use of
tools and instruments that the pupils have to employ in their classroom experiences, even
mentioning inexperience and the young age of the pupils to assess the utility of these tools
and to represent the results in an efficient way: “Use some measurement objects, [ . . . ];
Those are tools for older children, that have not been worked with, and when they have to
measure they do not know how to do it or how to represent it”, (Teacher 2).

Assessing the subcategory of time, in both interviews, the teachers stated that ded-
ication was an important difficulty, affirming that this type of approach entailed a lot of
previous preparation and effort and therefore investing a lot of working time that was
not usually available to them: “It requires more time, more effort, more involvement
(Teacher 1). You must invest a lot of time to prepare the sessions”, (Teacher 2).

These difficulties were linked with those of an organizational nature, constituted
by the high class ratios that resulted in a great diversity of pupils, onerous teamwork,
insufficient work routines, and a lack of space for proper implementation of this type
of practice. Other difficulties were highlighted within the teamwork, referring to the
relations that existed between the pupils and the individualism at these ages and the lack
of experience and the confidence of teachers when implementing these approaches: “I
think it’s more about their personal way of working, their impulsiveness, that they are not
used to team work (Teacher 1). For me the first difficulty was to say what to do, [ . . . ],
what can we do [ . . . ]?”, (Teacher 2).

When analyzing the teaching practice, the initial optimism stood out that the teachers
had demonstrated when implementing changes to their classroom methods, as well as the
solid final satisfaction with the results that they had obtained. The teachers were surprised
by the acquisition of knowledge relating to daily life and the acquisition of skills relating to
group work. They concluded that they were going to repeat the experience. They were so
motivated in view of its impact and the responses of their pupils: “[ . . . ] The acquisition of
knowledge has been impressive, they have been able to bring the knowledge they have
seen into daily life and to see why things happen because of one reason or another, the
truth is that they have positively surprised me”, (Teacher 2).

With respect to the benefits that the teachers detected in relation to this approach, its
interdisciplinary nature may be highlighted, training the pupils in various disciplines at
the same time as fostering the habits of teamwork; the acquisition of critical, significant,
and independent learning; the perception of science as something close at hand through
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problems of daily life and the construction of knowledge through the capability to select
the most relevant information: “STEM methodology favors the acquisition of the same
concept from several approaches, that is, it allows the child to select the information to
solve a problem”, (Teacher 2). The benefits for the teachers were the acquisition of a sense
of security and confidence in the face of new challenges and methodological alternatives
together with personal and professional satisfaction: “[ . . . ], little by little, you see that you
are gaining a little more confidence in the process and in the way to carry it out”, (Teacher 1).
It is worth highlighting that the teachers had problems pointing out their own prejudices,
asserting at various points that they did not believe they had any negativity and that they
would only describe them as “difficulties”. Despite this positive valuation, they highlighted
as a negative point that it was a slow process that required a previous foundation that
entails time, dedication, and a series of specific materials, on some occasions unavailable to
them, which meant it was easy to leave them aside: “[ . . . ] it is not an immediate process,
[ . . . ]; it requires laying a foundation on which to build learning, which is why it often
takes time that unfortunately we do not have”, (Teacher 2). The opinion of the families may
be added to this prejudice, as it was difficult to work with aspects that were not written
down on paper and that the families had no understanding of the teaching-learning process
that was carried out: “[ . . . ], the parents do not understand how you have worked that
because it is not reflected in a palpable way”, (Teacher 1).

4.2. Results of the Observation

The observations that were noted showed the profile of the class in the context of
the integrated STEM proposal, with the aim of describing the interaction between the
teacher and the pupils. It likewise showed the categories around which this study revolves
in accordance with what was observed in the classroom throughout the sessions that
complemented the interviews.

According to the analysis of the data obtained with the class observation template, it
was evident that the teacher directed the classes at first with greater spoken interaction.
This tendency was compensated as the process advanced with less interaction, although
the percentages were still quite high. Rather than pointing to poor implementation of either
the process or the STEM approach, it was a veiled observation that neither the teachers nor
the pupils had ever worked in this way before. The teacher must therefore guide the pupils
through parameters and instructions, so that they can work together in groups. In the same
way, in this sense of a guided approach, the high percentage of questions that the teacher
asked the pupils may be noted, which was the justification for a more indirect discourse
from the teacher that was reassuring for the pupils at the same time as it incentivized
their participation.

We may highlight some interesting aspects on classroom teaching practice and the
development of the sessions. It was seen how the development of the classes was mainly
based on three areas referring to STEM, science, technology, and mathematics, as opposed
to the use of engineering that was not in this case employed in any of the classes and
was left outside of classroom practice. It is worth noting that the engineering approach
was, in fact, the least prominent in the training of the teachers and on which they had
no previous experience, not even as students. These areas were principally approached
through observational and experimental techniques and through interactive experiential
and inquiry-based processes. In this way the participation of the pupils was stimulated
through simultaneous dialogue and group work and learning based on daily-life expe-
riences. All those aspects were put into practice in a general way through activities that
restructured their ideas, in which the pupils sought to develop activities and to note down
the experimental results, modifying previously acquired erroneous knowledge.

With regard to the classroom sessions, some strong points were observed, but also
aspects where improvements were necessary, among which experimentation in the class-
room, which may be due to a lack of both experience and confidence in experimental work
among the teachers. In the same way, it may be pointed out that the STEM approach as
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such was lost in the session referring to the conclusions after the teaching practice. The
teachers turned back to traditional evaluation methods, focused on asking pupils questions
with the aim of knowing what contents they had learned. This approach was prejudicial at
certain times, because it was done so rapidly without leaving sufficient time for the pupils
to reassume a leading role, explaining or discussing their own personal experiences and
the skills that they had acquired.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this investigation, the perspectives of the teachers have been examined in relation to
the integrated STEM approach to educational coding and robotics, with regard to their own
teacher training and educational practice within the classroom. Accordingly, this section
offers some reflections and a series of conclusions relating to the study that was undertaken.

As a general overview of the investigation, it may be determined in the same way as
Abell [46], that the implementation of educational innovations in primary education in the
field of science teaching implies a challenge for teachers. Both initial and permanent teacher
training is essential for its success, in order to stimulate learning that leads to scientific
literacy on the basis of situations demanded by present-day society, and the achievement
of conceptual and methodological changes in relation to the sciences. In this work, the
problems arising from the teachers’ lack of (content and methodological) knowledge have
been explored, as Forbes and Davis and Lucero, Valcke and Shellens [61,64] among others
have previously noted. Although not studied in depth, it has also been possible to observe
simplistic epistemological viewpoints among the teachers on science and its teaching.

After the study of the teaching-training action that had been developed with a strong
practical component, it may be concluded that the integrated STEM approach to educational
coding and robotics acceptably promoted educational innovation centered on the science
teaching-learning process. This approach promoted positive attitudes and interests among
the pupils and the teachers, benefitting working habits, the teacher’s knowledge of the
pupils and their necessities, cooperative work and both significative and critical learning,
and provoking high levels both of satisfaction among the professional teaching staff and of
learning among their pupils.

Despite these favorable results, difficulties also arose, such as those described on the
one hand in the interviews with the teachers, similar to those in study of Anderson [67]
on lack of time and family-related obstacles; and on the other hand, the work of Badia
and García [68] on organizational difficulties and the dedication that these approaches
require, and even the negative points of their application, as they are slow processes, as
Cañal [11] previously affirmed. However, in disaccord with the last-mentioned author
and in agreement with what was noted by Toma and Greca [21], the time taken up by the
classroom sessions was not much more than those in which a traditional methodology
was used, taking into account that they were extended, due to the inexperience of both
the teachers and the pupils and because the approach is new to them. This situation
may be solved as the pupils acquire working routines and as the teachers gain greater
confidence and experience. Other difficulties that were detected are, for example, those
referring to the creation of graphic representations, the use of instruments at early ages, and
control over behavior, which may be solved through the creation of cooperative working
routines at the outset, as one of the teachers indicated in the interviews. Despite that, the
weak points arising from the experimentation, and the poor discussion of the results were
fundamentally due to lack of experience among the teachers.

It is also thought important to highlight the incongruencies found during the inves-
tigation process. For example, the belief of the teachers that an educational change is
essential towards the teaching-learning processes that may be based on daily life expe-
riences and practices. However, a contradiction is detected when they are asked about
their own classroom praxis, consisting of memorization activities where the pupils are the
recipients of a series of theoretical concepts taken from the textbook that plays a leading
role alongside the teachers.
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During the study, some limitations were found. First, the contribution of more teachers,
due to the low participation of teachers in the pilot phase of the BotSTEM project. Although
other teachers introduced practical activities with a STEM approach, the criteria previously
established by the researchers prevented them from being selected for the case study.
Something that, if addressed in future studies, could broaden the population range. Second,
there is no analysis in the current study of science teaching and its influence on students
with specific educational needs. Future research could assess how the STEM approach
to programming and educational robotics influence the educational practice of teachers
in relation to these students, while considering the interaction between teachers and
students. The findings may therefore not be sufficient to be generalized for students
with educational needs. Third, the scarcity of research regarding the training of primary
education teachers in this type of approach prevented any comparison of results from the
literature. This type of study from the perspective of the teachers is mostly focused on
higher levels or on the students themselves. Furthermore, although this study was based
on interviews, it deals with the subjective opinions of the participating teachers speaking
from personal experience.
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